HYBRID INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT

The Hybrid Infrastructure Assessment will project the capacity you need for your virtualized environment – on premises or in the cloud.

Features
- Accurate projections based on your utilization
- No vendor restrictions
- Compute optimization recommendations
- Agentless software
- Support throughout the process
- Efficiency gain from processor upgrades

Use Cases
- Acquisition or merger consolidation
- Geographic expansion or consolidation
- Platform change – to new hardware, to the cloud, or from the cloud
- Disaster Recovery – how much capacity do I need to run X?
- Budget Creation – get a baseline for what's coming up in the next year

Timeline
- Technical Kickoff – 30 minutes
- Installation – 10-90 minutes
- Collection – 10-30 days
- In-house analysis – 4 days
- Presentation and Documentation – 1 hour

Total time in staff hours: 1-4 hours
Length of Assessment: 14 to 35 days

Talk to your CDW Representative today!
https://www.cdw.com